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pregnancy, criminality, health risk behavior), and biological/information processing traits (e.g., mass of prefrontal cortex and overall brain mass, nerve conductivity velocity, reaction time, inspection time, glucose metabolic rates, health outcomes, longevity), even when socioeconomic status is controlled in the research design (Murray 1998) .
General intelligence is conceptualized as a cognitive ability that allows individuals to tap into, and integrate, various aspects of cognitive functioning (e.g., learning, memory, language, reasoning; Jensen 2000) . In its strictest view, variation in this ability is due to an inherited capacity to integrate these various cognitive functions more quickly and with more efficiency than others. However, such variation may also arise owing to environmental influences or the interaction of the two (e.g., Caspi et al. 2007) . Theoretical considerations as to the etiology of this ability are as varied as the ability itself. However, the most prominent of intelligence researchers do agree that this ability is the result of evolutionary pressures (Bock et al. 2000) .
Fitness Indicator Theory and General Fitness Signaling
Fitness indicator theory, proposed by Miller (1998; 2000a, b) posits that many psychometric, psychosocial, and physical markers of health are linked together in an overarching fitness factor (F-factor) that directly taps into an individual's endogenous genetic quality (i.e., mutation load). Each of these variables is theorized to be part of one of four larger constructs in which the individual may allocate its bioenergetic and material resources: (1) somatic investment, the way in which you invest resources in body and brain growth; (2) morpho-developmental stability, or how resistant the genes instructing your bodily development are to the onslaught of negative stressors (e.g., parasites, toxins, malnutrition, and mutation); (3) neuro-developmental stability, how strong the genes instructing your cognitive development are at resisting negative stressors; and (4) immunocompetence, or how well your immune system, as a whole, fends off disease. Each of these constructs is assumed to show some degree of developmental stability or reflect the body's resistance to environmental variation and perturbations, because regardless of environment, those with fewer deleterious genetic mutations will outperform those with more mutations.
As described by Miller (2000a) , fitness indicator theory states that many phenotypic traits used in mate choice, friend choice, competition for access to mates, and predator avoidance serve as honest phenotypic signals of this genetic quality (i.e., mutation load). Operating under Zahavi's (1975 Zahavi's ( , 1995 handicap principle and drawing on the genetic capture model of Rowe and Houle (1996) , these indicators accurately and reliably express condition to others by tapping into a large portion of underlying genes. This is why fitness indicators do the voodoo they do so well. They are conspicuously wasteful to produce in terms of metabolic energy, time, and risk and because they tap numerous alleles the pleiotropic affect of the alleles (and any associated deleterious mutations) will be expressed phenotypically. Further, because they are condition-dependent (responsive to environmental stressors), the most informative indicators will show the highest phenotypic variation in size, complexity, or quality across individuals within the same environment. Owing to the fitness-enhancing effects of these indicators, they will, over evolutionary time, become genetically and phenotypically correlated with each other. Miller (2000a, b) has proposed that owing to its large mutational target size (approximately 50 percent of genetic architecture), the phenotypic output of the brain (e.g., behaviors such as creativity, intelligence, psychopathology, and personality) will show off genetic quality. Coupled with its small size (2 percent of body weight) versus high metabolic cost (requiring approximately 15 percent of oxygen, 25 percent of calories, and 40 percent of glucose), and ease of disruption due to poor nutrition, disease, injury, inbreeding, and social isolation, it is arguably the most interesting and elaborate fitness indicator known to science. This theory also offers an evolutionary explanation for Spearman's (1904) discovery of "positive manifold" (i.e., that many cognitive abilities are positively correlated to each other). Owing to the pleiotropic nature of the genes underlying fitness indicators, mental traits serving this signaling function should all be related to one another and other aspects of fitness such as immune function and health.
In this sexual signaling view, one's life-history strategy (explained further) is not a causal mechanism of intelligence or these other factors. Rather, life-history strategy is another manifestation of general fitness. A related argument has been made by Gottfredson (2004) , implying that the systematic differences in general intelligence are the hidden but "fundamental" cause of the observed health differences among social classes, rather than merely an indicator of higher genetic fitness. Either direction that the causal arrow is inferred, both of these models predict that there should be a positive correlation between general intelligence and general health status.
Life-History Theory: An r/K Perspective
Another framework outlining the emergence and maintenance of variation in human intelligence stems from life-history theory (LHT). LHT is a mid-level evolutionary theory that examines the manner in which organisms allocate material (e.g., calories, time) and bioenergetic (e.g., energy) resources among the various demands of survival and reproduction (Figueredo et al. 2006) . These allocations may take the form of somatic effort (i.e., investing in personal survival and longevity), and reproductive effort (i.e., investing in mating, parental, and kin investment; McArthur and Wilson 1967) . At its core it is an economic theory that describes how organisms strategically allocate limited resources among the survival of currently existing genes (self, offspring, and genetic relatives) and the potential production of new genes (mating; MacArthur and Wilson).
One recent application of LHT to within-species variation is based on r/K selection theory. This perspective describes the tradeoff between two ends of a continuum wherein parental investment is high and fecundity low (K-selected), and fecundity is high and there is little to no parental investment (r-selected; . Associated with these varying patterns of investment/fecundity are a variety of physical and behavioral traits that are argued to aid long-term survival (K-selected) or short-term reproduction (r-selected; Pianka 1970) . It is believed that selective pressures associated with environmental stability and predictability have shaped functional composites of traits associated with increased fitness, which have become phenotypically and genetically correlated to each other in an overarching, observable, behavioral pattern (Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, and Schneider 2004) .
Stemming from this, differential-K theory (Ruston 1985) posits that the ability to allocate one's resources differentially in response to environmental condition, during ontogenetic time, is an adaptation that will express itself phenotypically as individual withinspecies variation. Examining this application, a focused research program at the University of Arizona has developed a factor analytic measure of this proposition (i.e., the K-factor; Figueredo, Sefcek, Vásquez, et al. 2005; Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, et al. 2005; Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, Schneider, et al. 2006 ; but see Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, Schneider, Sefcek, et al. 2006 ). This program owes its original theoretical basis to the argument that environmental shifts associated with human migration out of Africa led to harsher environments that necessitated the development of higher cognitive abilities (e.g., intelligence, executive function) to help support the need for higher male parental investment to care for altricial young, stronger group cohesion, and enhanced forethought and planning ability to predict seasonal, yet stable, ecological patterns (Miller 1994; Rushton 2000) .
Therefore, psychometric traits (e.g., intelligence, personality, psychopathology) and many physiological markers of health and immune function (e.g., negative health symptoms, general physical health, facial and body fluctuating asymmetry) should have been shaped by natural selection to produce meaningful functional composites rather than having a motley assortment of traits that may work in an antagonistic fashion. Indeed, recent research has shown strong positive phenotypic and genetic relationships between the K-factor and a global physical and mental health factor (denoted "Covitality"; Figueredo et al. 2004; Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, and Schneider 2007; Figueredo, Vásquez, Brumbach, et al. 2005) . Indeed many traits associated with differential-K theory have been shown to be heritable in humans. For example, fecundity (Rodgers, Hughes, Kohler, et al. 2001; Rodgers, Bard and Miller 2007) ; pubertal timing and menarchal age (Rowe 2000) ; and age of first reproduction and menopause (Kirk et al. 2001 ) have heritabilities ranging between (.23 and .50). More recently, work examining the K-factor has reported broad-sense heritability coefficients of .65 (Figueredo et al. 2004 ) and narrow-sense heritability coefficients of .43, whereby non-additive (D) components of genetic variance are taken into account (Figueredo and Rushton 2009) .
Literature on psychosocial behaviors and social deviance also supports a relationship to differential-K theory (Ellis, 1988 ; but see Figueredo et al. 2006 for review) . A variety of research has shown that criminal and delinquent behaviors (e.g., substance abuse, gang involvement, risky sexual behavior, violence, teen pregnancy, sexual and physical abuse, poor parental supervision) tend to cluster together in an observable behavioral pattern with genetic covariance ("d," Rowe and Rodgers 1989; delinquency proneness, Rowe and Flannery 1994) . Rowe, Vazsonyi, and Figueredo (1997) later reported the possibility that heritable differences in life-history strategy accounted for significant correlations between juvenile delinquency and life-history traits within individuals and across siblings. More recently, moderate heritability coefficients have been reported for various different indices of self-reported delinquency, using sibling data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, and these coefficients have been shown to be quite comparable between races (White, Black, and Other) and between same-sex male siblings, same-sex female siblings, and opposite-sex siblings (Rodgers, Buster, and Rowe 2001) , with substantially lower heritability coefficients reported only for the non-white samples on a specially constructed index of non-aggressive delinquency. Furthermore, these latest estimates show negligible effects of either non-additive genetic variance or shared environmental influence.
An Integrated Evolutionary Model
To our knowledge, no single research endeavor has explored which of these two models best accounts for phenotypic variation in human mental, physical, and health traits. Both theories suggest that the use of multivariate correlational techniques will be able to detect underlying functional latent constructs and behavioral signatures. Differential-K theory predicts that each of the constructs outlined earlier-somatic investment, morpho-developmental stability, neuro-developmental stability, and immunocompetence-should be positively related, producing individuals who are high-K, healthy, symmetrical, and cognitively adept. Fitness indicator theory (F) predicts that underlying genetic quality should be driving somatic investment, J. A. Sefcek and A. J. Figueredo morpho-developmental stability, neuro-developmental stability, and immunocompetence; therefore, high-quality indicators of these should all be positively related.
The simple fact is that these models are not mutually exclusive (Figure 1 ). Rather they examine human traits from two different perspectives (e.g., survival and parental investment versus sexual selection), both of which have strong evolutionary effects. Therefore the current study was developed to examine whether either model better accounts for variation in human mental capacities or whether the two of them are themselves related. This will be examined partially by extending research that established the validity of measuring life-history strategy via self-report measures of family configuration and support, kin and friend altruism, adult romantic attachment, reproduction, mating effort, and risk taking Figueredo et al. 2006) .
Research Population and Methods
One-hundred ninety-two (99 female, 93 male) introductory psychology students at the University of Arizona participated in this study. All participants were given the option of fulfilling a course requirement through research participation or writing a research-oriented paper. The mean age of participants was 19.11, SD = 1.62 (M female = 19.01, SD female = 2.00; M male = 19.23, SD male = 1.07). Owing to lengthy administration times of all materials, several individuals did not complete one or more measures of the study (see Table 1 for sample size of specific measures).
Scales and Measures
This study utilized a variety of measures devised to tap into the three, of four, different hypothesized areas of "general fitness": (1) somatic investment, (2) neuro-developmental stability (mental health and intelligence), and (3) physical health (as a proxy for immunocompetence). Internal consistency estimates were calculated for each scale through the use of the Cronbach's alpha coefficient (see Table 1 for complete list of scale reliabilities).
Measures of Somatic Investment
Arizona Life-History Battery. This life-history battery ) was developed at the University of Arizona to measure individual differences in life-history strategy. It contains several scales measuring parental attachment and support, support towards and from friends, romantic partner attachment, mating effort, Machiavellianism, and risk taking. Though this battery previously contained a Machiavellianism scale, the Psychopathic Personality Inventory (see further) was substituted for the Machiavellianism scale in the present study for two reasons. First, one of the main subscales of the battery is specifically related to Machiavellian egocentricity, allowing for this direct test, if needed. Second, several lines of research based on evolutionary perspectives (e.g., Figueredo, Brumbach, Jones, Sefcek, Vásquez, and Jacobs 2007; Mealey 1995) suggest that psychopathy may be an adaptive cheater strategy focused on short-term, opportunistic mating. As such, this scale should show a negative relationship to the K-factor. The Mini-K Short Form. The mini-K short form (Figueredo et al. 2006) was also added to the Arizona Life History Battery in the present study. The mini-K is a 20-item, self-report short form of the K-battery. It was developed to be used in situations wherein time constraints made use of the complete K-battery prohibitive. It was added to the battery in part as a test of convergent validity and in part to enhance the measurement of the common factor.
The Psychopathic Personality Inventory: Short Form. The Psychopathic Personality Inventory: Short Form (Lilienfeld and Andrews 1996) , a 56-item scale, was derived as a shortened version of the Lilienfeld and Andrews 187-item self-report questionnaire of non-criminal population psychopathy. This scale was developed to measure personality traits rather than antisocial behavioral propensities. Each item is endorsed on a 1 to 4 scale and tallied to produce either a total PPI score or one of eight subscale-scores: (1) Machiavellian Egocentricity (manipulativeness), (2) Social Potency (charm and influence), (3) Coldheartedness (callousness and guiltlessness), (4) Carefree Nonplanfulness (lack of forethought), (5) Fearlessness (risk taking), (6) Blame Externalization (blaming others for mistakes), (7) Impulsive Nonconformity (a disregard for social norms), and (8) Stress Immunity (lack of anxiety).
Measures of Morpho-Developmental Stability
General Health Scale. The General Health Scale (Brim et al. 2000) was derived from the MIDUS Life Satisfaction Scale as a global measure of mental and physical health. It is composed of five items rated on either a 0 to 4 (items 1-3) or 0 to 5 (items 4 and 5) scale. Sample items include "In general, would you say your physical health is . . ." and "In general, compared to most (men/women) your age, how would you say your health is?"
Medical Symptoms Scale. The Medical Symptoms Scale (Brim et al. 2000) measures medical symptoms through reports of the endorsement of 28 possible medical conditions. Examples include the endorsement of items including "Thyroid disease," "High blood pressure or hypertension," or "Ulcer."
The RAND 36-Item Health Survey: Version 1. The 36-item RAND 36-Item Health Survey: Version 1 scale (Ware and Sherbourne 1992) can be used both as a global index of physical and emotional health and broken down into eight subscales (based on health concepts): physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to physical health problems, role limitations due to personal or emotional problems, emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue, and general health perceptions. Subscales may be combined to produce a physical health summary score (mean of the physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to physical health problems, and general health subscales) and a mental health summary score (role limitations due to personal or emotional problems, emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue).
Measures of Neuro-Developmental Stability (Mental Health)
Subjective Well-Being Scale. The three-item Subjective Well-Being Scale (Figueredo, Vásquez, et al. 2005 ) was derived by combining one item from the MIDUS (National Survey of Midlife Development in the United States) Life Satisfaction Scale (Brim et al. 2000) and two items created specifically to measure general life-happiness. It was developed to assess general subjective well-being (i.e., general satisfaction with one's life.) (Raven, Raven, and Court 1997 ) is a two-set, 68-item, multiple-choice vocabulary test developed as a measure of reproductive (storage and retrieval) ability to be used in conjunction with the Raven's Matrices tests. The purpose of this scale is to record one's ability to recall acquired information. To this extent it is related to one's education, cultural background, and familiarity with the administration language.
The Shipley Institute of Living Scale. The Shipley Institute of Living Scale (Zachary 1986 ) is composed of two timed (10-minute) subscales:; vocabulary (40 items) and abstraction (20 items). This test is predominantly used in English-speaking countries and is appropriate for average individuals from 14 years to adult, who are motivated test takers. Interpretation of the score can be based either on individual subscales or on a total SILS score [Subscale 1 + (Subscale 2*2)].
Academic Performance. Academic performance was measured through two self-report measures: grade-point average and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores. A variety of studies have identified moderate-to-strong correlations between these measures and a variety of other cognitive abilities including intelligence, personality, physical health, and psychopathology (Barton, Dielman, and Cattell 1971; Brown 1994; Dyer 1987; Mouw and Khanna 1993) .
Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses, without power analyses, were conducted using SAS version 8.2 for Windows (SAS Institute 1999). Cronbach's alphas and bivariate correlations were computed using the PROC CORR procedure. Exploratory factor analyses were conducted by using the PROC FACTOR procedure. Parallel analyses were conducted through use of the PROC IML procedure. Multiple regression analyses aimed at testing each of the theoretical models were conducted using PROC REG. Power analyses were conducted using G*Power 3.0 (Buchner, Erdfelder, and Faul 1997) .
Common Factor Modeling
Previous research utilizing the K-factor and F-factor (denoted Covitality) used theoretically derived standardized regression coefficients to define factors (see Figueredo et al. 2006 for review). These factors were determined by constructing each factor based on the correlation of each scale to a theoretically defined factor model. To determine how these data fit the theoretical models, exploratory factor analyses (EFAs) were conducted for each of the hypothesized higher-order factors (F-factor, K-factor, and g-factor).
Results

Exploratory F-factor Loadings
First, a principal-factors procedure with promax rotation was used as an exploratory measure of the F-factor. One eigenvalue (3.85) meeting the subjective scree test indicated that a one-factor solution best fit these data (Cattell 1978) . To determine whether the one-factor solution was indeed the best "objective" solution, a parallel analysis procedure was conducted (PROC IML: SAS Institute 1999). The parallel analysis (Horn 1965 ) estimated the sampling distribution of the eigenvalues with a Monte Carlo procedure. A large number (e.g., 1,000) of random data sets is created with the same sample size and the same number of items as the real data set. Observed factors with eigenvalues exceeding the statistically significant eigenvalues of the estimated sampling distribution were retained. This analysis indicated that indeed a single-factor solution should be retained. Shown in Table 2 are the factor loadings for this single-factor solution. This factor accounted for 55 percent of the unique and 83 percent of the common variance. Retained in this factor are seven items that loaded on the factor in their theoretically predicted way positive health aspects: general health, SF-36, and SWB, and negative aspects: anxiety, depression, and negative health symptoms.
Exploratory K-factor Loadings
An exploratory principal-factors procedure with Promax rotation was used to explore the K-factor. Two eigenvalues (1.66 and 1.53) meeting the subjective scree test indicated that a two-factor (rather than the theoretically predicted single-factor) solution best fit these data. A parallel analysis was conducted to objectively test this decision. This parallel analysis also indicated that two factors should be retained. Shown in Table 3 are the factor loadings for this two-factor solution. These factors accounted for 41 percent of the unique and 85 percent of the common variance, with an inter-factor correlation of -.06. Factor 1 (accounting for 44 percent of the common variance) is composed of all the "prosocial" scales theoretically associated with the K-factor (i.e., mini-K, parental investment, family and friend support, altruism, and romantic attachment) and has thus been named K-factor. Factor 2 (accounting for 41 percent of the common variance) is composed of scales that are associated with self-endorsed attitudes related to psychopathy (i.e., psychopathic personality, mating effort, and risk taking) and has therefore been named psychopathic attitudes. A Varimax rotation retained these factors, with the same scales loading on each. The similarities between the orthogonal and oblique rotation suggested that the orthogonal solution offered a good fit for these data (Pedhazur and Schmelkin 1991) .
Owing to the results of these analyses, the psychopathic personality inventory, mating-effort scale, and risk-taking measure were dropped as indicators of K from subsequent analysis utilizing the K-factor. Rather, they were included in subsequent analyses as a Psychopathic Attitudes factor (P-factor).
Exploratory g-factor Loadings
The general intelligence, g-factor, was explored through a principal-factors procedure. One eigenvalue (1.70) was retained through the use of the subjective scree test. A parallel analysis likewise indicated that one factor should be retained. Shown in Table 4 are the factor loadings for this g-factor. This factor accounted for 23 percent of the unique and 70 percent of the common variance. Overall, this factor represents a strong g-factor with positive factor loadings on all measures of intelligence.
Unit-Weighted Higher-Order Factors
Owing to the results of the various EFAs, four higher-order factors were created by defining the factors based on direction of their factor loadings from the EFAs. These were the F-factor, K-factor, P-factor, and g-factor. Shown in Table 5 are the factor loadings (reported as standardized regression coefficients) for each of the items comprising the latent constructs. These factors were the ones used in all subsequent analyses.
Relationships among Higher-Order Factors
Bivariate correlations among the higher-order factors of interest were calculated by the PROC CORR procedure (SAS Institute 1999) and are displayed in Table 6a . As can be seen, the only significant relationship to emerge was between the F-factor and K-factor (r = .31, p < .001). However, as with the pilot data, this relationship is weaker than with previous samples (e.g., Figueredo et al., 2004) . As an exploration of this finding, the correlation between each pair of factors was calculated separately for males and females. Shown in Table 6b are these correlations. Again, the only significant correlation to emerge was between the F-factor and K-factor but only for females (r female = .45, p < .001; r male = .14, p > .05). This suggests that at least for males, there is no relationship between life-history strategy and health. Theoretical implications of this are explored later.
To further explore the lack of correlation between either the F-factor or K-factor and the g-factor, bivariate correlations were calculated in relation to each of the specific measures comprising the g-factor. Shown in Tables 7a and 7b are these correlations. As can be seen, grade-point average was significantly related to both the F-factor and K-factor (r = .15, p < .05; and r = .17, p < .05, respectively). The magnitude of this correlation, however, is not impressive and no other significant correlations were identified in relation to either the F-factor or K-factor. Note: With N = 192, 1-b = .95, and a = .05, the smallest bivariate r that can be found significant = .25 (Buchner et al. 1997) . However, as with any power analysis, this is a probabilistic estimate based on the parameters specified for a and b, and we did indeed find one smaller correlation statistically significant in our sample in spite of this prediction. Nevertheless, this power calculation might be used to evaluate the most likely maximum magnitudes in the population of many of the effects that we did not find statistically significant in the present sample. *p < .001.
Disattenuation for Restriction of Range
One potential reason for the lack of relationship between the K-factor, F-factor, and our measures of intelligence (e.g., APM-18) might have been low variance in intelligence scores in college student samples. As it is generally found that scores of intelligence in college samples suffer from such range restriction, we performed a check for such restriction of range in our sample by using the APM-18 as the standard measure of g. Because the APM-18 is a newly developed measure of general intelligence, there are no normative data yet available for the general population. To circumvent this problem, we instead used published norms for Scholastic Aptitude Test scores to estimate the predicted population variance of APM-18 scores, as convergent indicators of general mental ability. Using Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken's (2003) formula for disattenuation of the correlation coefficient under restriction of range, we calculated the correlation estimates had our sample been more representative of the general population. Shown in parentheses on Tables 7a  and 7b are the results of these analyses. No new significant correlations emerged using this statistical procedure. 
Multiple Regression Models
Multiple regression analyses (PROC REG) were conducted to explore each of the alternative theoretical models. Because there is a large body of literature supporting gender differences in each of the higher-order factors of interest; general fitness, life-history strategy, psychopathic attitudes and behavior, and intelligence, the gender variable was entered as a predictor in each model. Each test was conducted so that the criterion variable was predicted by a higher-order factor, gender, and the higher-order factor by gender interaction. Interaction terms were named F-sex, K-sex, P-sex, and g-sex. Results, reported as ordinary least squares, standardized regression (b) weights, their associated t tests, and significance levels are reported in Table 8 .
Multiple Regression Tests of Fitness Indicator Theory
The first two regression analyses were conducted to explore Miller's (1998 Miller's ( , 2000a fitness indicator theory. The first one examined the proposition that the F-factor would be predictive of life-history, under the supposition that a K-selected life-history strategy might be condition-dependent upon phenotypic fitness. The K-factor was entered as the criterion variable, with the ordered predictor variables being F-factor, gender, and the F-factor × gender interaction. The overall model was significant (R 2 = .13; F(3, 187) = 9.29, p < .001), as were the F-factor and F-factor × gender interaction terms (t (189) = 5.02, p < .001; and t(189) = -2.40, p < .05, respectively). This analysis suggests that though general fitness is related to higher K-factor scores, there is a stronger effect for females than males. Note: Numbers in parentheses represent disattenuated correlations. *p < .05; **p < .01.
Table 8
Multiple regression statistics for the theoretical models that is likely to be found significant would be .08 (Buchner et al. 1997 ). 
Criterion Variable
K-factor F-factor P-factor g-factor
Predictor b weight t test p (b > 0) b weight t test p (b > 0) b weight t test p (b > 0) b weight t test p (b > 0) K-factor
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The second regression analysis for fitness indicator theory examined the prediction that phenotypic fitness would predict general intelligence, as per Miller's (2000) predictions. The g-factor was entered as a criterion variable to examine the relationship between the F-factor, gender, and F-gender interaction. This model (R 2 = -.02; F[3, 188] = 0.59, p > .05) and all individual predictors were found to be non-significant (see Table 8 ). This is a further confirmation that fitness indicator theory does not account for variation in general intelligence.
Multiple Regression Tests of the Differential-K Theory
A regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between the K-factor and P-factor, as predicted by the differential-K life history model. The P-factor was used as the criterion variable with the ordered predictors of K-factor, gender, and the K-gender interaction. The overall model was significant (R 2 = .12; F(3, 188) = 8.83, p < .001), with the only significant predictor of this model being sex (t(190) = 5.14, p < .001). This is further support for the results of the EFA leading to a two-factor solution for the theoretically derived K-factor. The fact that gender predicts the P-factor is not surprising, as there is a large body of literature showing that males exhibit both more psychopathic behavior and attitudes (see Hare 1993, for review) .
A second regression analysis examined the prediction that life-history would drive somatic effort, as indicated by the relationship between the K-factor and the F-factor, under the supposition that greater somatic effort invested and greater amounts parental and nepotistic effort received would contribute to phenotypic fitness. The F-factor was entered as the criterion variable with the ordered predictors of K-factor, gender, and the K-gender interaction. The overall model was significant (R 2 = .13; F[3, 187] = 9.27, p < .001), as were the K-factor and K-factor × gender interaction terms (t[189] = 4.90, p < .001; and t[189] = -2.18, p < .05, respectively). This model suggests that though life-history is itself a significant predictor of somatic effort, there is something special about females in this relationship. Theoretical reasons for this finding are explained later in relation to Williams' (1957) theory of antagonistic pleiotropy.
The third regression analysis tested the prediction that life-history strategy is predictive of general intelligence, as per Rushton's (2000) predictions. The g-factor was entered as the criterion variable, with K-factor, gender, and the K-geder interaction. This model (R 2 = .00; F[3, 188] = 0.26, p > .05) and all individual predictors were non-significant (see Table 8 ). This is a further confirmation that the differential-K theory does not seem to account for general intelligence, as measured by the g-factor.
Multiple Regression Test of the Hybrid Model
A regression analysis was conducted to examine whether life-history strategy and general fitness jointly account for the variance in human general intelligence. The g-factor was defined as the criterion, with K-factor, F-factor, K-factor × F-factor, gender, K-gender, F-gender, and the K-factor × F-factor × gender interactions as the predictors. This model was not significant (R 2 = .02; F[5, 185] = .63, p > .05), nor were any of the predictor variables (see Table 8 ). These results suggest that life-history strategy and general fitness do not jointly account for general intelligence, either additively or multiplicatively.
Discussion
Using the method of multiple working hypotheses, this study was developed to examine several predictions stemming from Rushton's (1985 Rushton's ( , 2000 differential-K theory, Miller's (1998 Miller's ( , 2000a fitness indicator theory, and a complementary hybrid model. Primarily, these predictions examined the relationships among the latent constructs of the K-factor, F-factor, and g-factor, with secondary analyses examining the subcomponents comprising each factor. Results here suggest only minimal support for any of the models. Specifically, there was a significant relationship between the K-factor and F-factor. However, even this relationship was less robust than previous findings (see Figueredo et al. 2004 ). Other results indicated no relationship between either (1) the K-factor and the g-factor, (2) the F-factor and the g-factor, or (3) the K-factor × F-factor interaction and g-factor. Explanations for these findings are presented next.
Differential-K and Delinquency
The differential-K theory predicts that behaviors deemed "socially deviant" or delinquent in nature should have a negative relationship to the K-factor (load negatively on K). In this study, three scales (Mating Effort Scale, Risk Taking Questionnaire, and The Psychopathic Personality Inventory) were used to measure this prediction. Rather than showing a single robust K-factor with negative loadings on these scales, an EFA revealed two uncorrelated factors (r = -.06, p > .05) accounting for 85 percent of the common variance. The first factor retained the prosocial items of the original K-factor and has thus retained its name. Owing to the nature of the questions contained in the three other antisocial scales, the second factor has been named psychopathic attitudes (or P-factor).
Research on life-history has revealed that a long list of behaviors deemed socially unacceptable and deviant are positively related to a low-K, fast reproductive strategy (and being negatively related to a high-K, slow strategy). For example, Charles and Egan (2005) found that mating effort (as measured by the mating effort scale; Rowe et al. 1997) was positively related to self-reported delinquency in a large sample of adolescents; whereas Egan et al. (2005) found a relationship between mating effort and sensational, or macabre interests. Other researchers have identified a relationship between delinquency and promiscuity (Rowe and Rodgers 1989) , and mating effort (Rowe et al. 1997) . These findings show correlations among different single measures of life-history (e.g., mating effort) and what has been considered as socially deviant behavior.
However, consistent with the current results, Brumbach, Figueredo, and Ellis (2009) found that social deviance, as a latent factor, was not related to life-history in a large sample of nationally represented young adults. They suggested that young adults may not yet have incorporated socially deviant behaviors into their life-history strategy but that they might do so by middle adulthood. This argument may be based on the concept of heterochrony, which refers to the differential timing in the maturation of phenotypic traits that lead to changes in sizes and shape. For example, an abundance of testosterone in young males influences them to engage in high levels of mating effort, which may lead to risky displays (Wilson and Daly 1985) . At the same time, the brain's frontal lobes have not yet fully myelinated, which results in lowered inhibition of such behaviors. As males age, frontal-lobe white matter increases and may continue into their fifth decade (Bartzokis et al. 2001) . Such delayed development may be a partial cause of the risk-prone behavior of younger versus older men and a general "mellowing" of behavior as they age.
An alternative explanation might account for the current findings (i.e., the construct validity of the measures used). Rather than measuring behavior, the scales used here were measures of attitudes, asking questions about how one believes one acts, or would act, in a specific context. A long history of research spanning several decades has shown that attitudes do not necessarily predict behavior (e.g., LaPiere 1934; Wicker 1969) unless they are strongly held (Bassili 1995) and vitally affect the holder's interest (Sivacek and Crano 1982) . In this sample, it is unlikely that any of the participants are extremely delinquent, psychopathic, or socially deviant. Therefore, simply because they may have attitudes directed toward social deviance their behavior may not follow suit. Further research needs to be conducted using a more representative sample of humans.
Relationship between the K-factor and the F-factor
As with previous studies (e.g., Figueredo et al. 2004 ), a significant positive relationship between the K-factor and the F-factor was found. This relationship is, however, weaker than previously reported. Further, when examined as a function of gender, the relationship between these factors disappears for males but becomes stronger in females. Two complementary explanations may account for these findings. First, owing to the young age of this sample, there may simply be very little phenotypic variation in general health and psychopathology. Such variation may become more apparent with increasing age. This coupled with the gender differences noted here are not surprising when we look at the theory of antagonistic pleiotropy (Williams 1957) .
The theory of antagonistic pleiotropy (Williams 1957) predicts that many genes producing fitness-enhancing effects while an organism is young will have detrimental effects on survival and longevity. The fitness-enhancing effects of any such character are, therefore, age-dependent and will decrease the longer the character is expressed (Williams and Day 2003) . This may lead selection to produce traits that are beneficial to individuals who are close to peak reproductive age, even at a cost to long-term health and longevity.. Hence younger individuals will tend to be healthier than older individuals.
If low-K individuals invest more resources in reproductive effort at an earlier age, there may be a difference in age of peak reproductive effort in comparisons of low and high-K individuals. As such, we might expect to find very healthy, robust, low-K individuals when young but see a rapid decline in this robustness as they mature. Across their lifespan, there should be higher rates of intrinsic disease and mortality, and we should note an earlier onset and more rapid degradation of health when compared to those who are higher-K. This mortality may come from a compromised immune system, a breakdown of some somatic maintenance mechanism (e.g., cellular turnover), or the negative effects of sex hormones associated with antagonistic pleiotropy (e.g., testosterone). Despite this prediction, however, the current sample of 18-year olds might be too young to identify such variation.
Antagonistic pleiotropy also predicts that the gender that engages in higher mating effort will have encountered stronger selection when young, compared to the gender that engages in lower mating effort. In humans, males are the higher mating-effort gender. As such, human males should show lower deleterious effects when young, at a cost for later health and longevity. One example of such an effect can be illustrated with testosterone.
Testosterone is a male sex hormone that increases musculature and aggressiveness. This may have a fitness-enhancing effect when young as it increases competition for mates. However, it also shows many negative effects from prolonged, or heightened, exposure. These negative effects include immune suppression and increased susceptibility to prostate cancer (leading to poor health) and aggressiveness, recklessness, and risk taking that may lead to injury or death (Wilson and Daly 1985) and may even be related to the 7-year lower life expectancy of human males compared to females (Williams and Nesse 1991) . Simply put, selection operates on the young, at a cost to the old; and selection operates more harshly on human males than females.
More research needs to examine this proposition in relation to individual differences in human life-history strategy. Specifically, research should examine whether the relationship between the K-factor and F-factor reappears for older males. Further, research should examine weheter there is a cross-over age, wherein the relationship between the K-factor and F-factor becomes more pronounced in males than in females. Unfortunately, the regression analysis is unable to determine the causal direction of the K-factor/F-factor relationship.
Relationships among the K-factor, F-factor, and g-factor
Counter to the predictions, there were no direct relationships between either K or F and g or a K × F interaction and g. This is, at first, surprising owing to the large amount of literature showing a relationship between intelligence and many key life history (e.g., birth weight, longevity, Whalley and Deary 2001) and health traits (Gottfredson and Deary 2004) . Further, other research (e.g., Smith 1989) has established the connection between brain size and intelligence and shown that brain weight is related to a variety of life history traits (e.g., life span, length of gestation, age of weaning, age at sexual maturity, interbirth interval, and body weight). Although it is intuitive to extrapolate from such research that intelligence and life-history strategy will be linked, alternative hypotheses should also be taken into account First, though it has been established that in humans there is a moderate relationship between both head size and intelligence (mean r = .19) and brain size based on magnetic resonance imaging and intelligence (r = .40, p < .05; Wickett Vernon, and Lee 1994) , much of the variance in intelligence is still unaccounted for by either metric. Arguments using head/brain size/weight as a proxy for intelligence may introduce a high degree of measurement error. Further, whereas most research reports single-item correlations between variables (e.g., brain size and score on a single intelligence measure), the current study was concerned with correlations between higher-order factors composed of a variety of measurements. If, as is argued, both life-history strategy and general intelligence are composite entities, inclusive of a variety of genetically and phenotypically linked traits, results based on higher-order factor modeling, such as in the current study, might be more realistic than results examining bivariate correlations between two separate traits.
A second explanation for such findings stems from the difficulty in extrapolating within-species comparisons based on between-species differences. Rushton (2004) identified positive relationships between brain weight and many life-history traits (e.g., gestation time, birth weight, lactation time, body size, age of first mating, and longevity) when comparing between species. However, other research has shown that when comparing within-species differences, factors such as body size is related to large litters, early maturation, high reproductive rates, and low adult mortality (Altmann and Alberts 2003) . Disparate findings such as these suggest that making claims of within-species variation based on between-species comparisons might be unwarranted.
Additionally, the theoretical nature of intelligence needs to be addressed. For example, differential-K theory posits that general intelligence was shaped by selection to solve problems associated with newly encountered harsh, but predictable, ecological conditions. It would seem that in such an ecological context, selection would be better served to create inflexible, instinctual mechanisms based on such predictability. Other theories of general intelligence tend to focus on novel adaptive problems as being the drive for its evolution (e.g., Kanazawa 2003) . If true, this might explain why there is no difference in the g-factor between high-K and low-K individuals, as novel encounters are likely to occur across ecological niches.
Perhaps though general intelligence may not be a product of life-history strategy, social intelligence is. Social intelligence deals with behaviors such as social technique, "knowledge of social matters, susceptibility to stimuli from other members of a group, and insight into the temporary moods and underlying personality traits of strangers," which together aid an individual in getting along with others, in general (Vernon 1933, p. 44) . The larger social group size, higher group cohesion and altruism, yet more intersexual aggression thought to be associated with K-selection might provide a selective pressure for the ability to be able to gauge and react correctly to social situations (i.e., socially intelligent). Indeed, Andrzejczak et al. (2007) recently reported that various convergent indicators of a high-K life-history correlated positively and significantly with a short-form measure of emotional intelligence.
Other cognitive capacities may also be related to life-history strategy. As Pianka (1970) argued, the r/K dichotomy of life-history is an adaptive solutions to problems associated with the predictability and stability of environments. Many cognitive capacities associated with executive function may therefore be better candidates as indicators of lifehistory. For example, the abilities to update information, inhibit behavior, and shift between multiple tasks are each components of executive function. Because a harsh, predictable environment would necessitate the ability to delay gratification, plan ahead, and live in large social groups; high-K individuals should have the ability to control impulsive behaviors, shift attention in a quick, flexible manner, and integrate, organize, and monitor their performance. These abilities have been shown to be unrelated to general intelligence (Friedman, Miyake, Corley, Young, DeFries, and Hewitt 2006) . Indeed, MacDonald, Figueredo, Wenner, & Howrigan (2007) have reported a significant positive correlation between the K-factor and an executive function factor compoised of three such measures, with none of them being significantly correlated with general intelligence.
Many previous studies report a relationship between measures of general intelligence and single proposed indicators of fitness such as; body symmetry (Furlow, Armijo-Prewitt, Gangestad, and Thornhill 1997; Prokosch, Yeo, and Miller 2005) ; physical attractiveness (Zebrowitz, Hall, Murphy, and Rhodes 2002) ; general health (Jensen and Sinha 1993) ; and longevity (Whalley and Deary 2001) . The current data are, however, inconsistent with these findings. This is a difficult issue to resolve as the available literature examining the proposed "fitness factor" has been met with positive results (i.e., there is a strong relationship between single measures of morphodevelopmental stability, such as body symmetry and hormone markers, and neurodevelopmental stability (i.e., general intelligence, psychopathology, personality). The only explanation offered here is that again, though previous studies were utilizing single-trait indicators of these constructs, the current study used higher-order factors composed of many different indicators. It may be that not all proposed indicators are equally representative of the proposed construct, and therefore inclusion in the construct mediates this relationship. Further work is necessary to resolve this issue.
Limitations and Future Directions
There are several limitations associated with the current study. First, the age of this sample may not be a representative age for exploring the evolutionary psychology of human mating behavior (Sefcek, BRumbach, Vasquez, and Miller 2006) . Because both fertility and mating effort peak in the mid-to late twenties, looking for variation in mating behavior among 18-year-old college students might be unwise. Additionally, the college environment is likely to be very different than what was experienced over the course of both the developmental history of the student and the evolutionary history of humans. College students experience novel stimuli (e.g., little direct familial contact and supervision, large groups of unknown same-sex and other-sex peers) that may necessitate both a restructuring of already learned strategies and an adoption of new ones. Future research needs to incorporate samples that are more varied in ages, cultures, and developmental histories.
A second limitation concerns the structure of the K-factor itself. Differential-K theory predicts the use of a coherent behavioral strategy in the execution of one's life-history. Associated with this strategy should be a variety of attitudes, behaviors, and physiological features. To date, the measures used in the Arizona Life History Battery to define the K-factor have focused on self-reports of recalled past behaviors, attitudes concerning past behaviors, and attitudes and predictions of future behaviors. For the Arizona Life History Battery to become better established as a valid indicator of life-history strategy, it will need to (1) incorporate more objective measures of past, current, and future behavior and (2) incorporate more direct measures of sexual and reproductive behaviors (e.g., counting babies, counting past/current number of sexual partners). Research will also need to include observational data collection focusing on different aspects of theoretically important behaviors (e.g., do those who are measured as being low-K actively seek out more sexual partners than those who are measured as high-K)?
